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Divi’s Labs shares up 7 percent after Merck pill 

raises hope for COVID patients

Divi’s Labs share price was up over 7 percent 

in the afternoon session on October 4, after ex-

perimental antiviral pill Molnupiravir was found to 

reduce the risk of hospitalisation or death of ap-

proximately 50 percent of those most at risk of 

contracting COVID-19.

Divi’s Labs  is Merck’s authorised manufacturer 

of Molnupiravir. Divi’s Laboratories, which makes 

the main ingredient of Merck & Co’s experimental 

antiviral pill, reported positive clinical trial results 

for the drug.

US-based Merck and Ridgeback Biotherapeutics 

announced that its investigational oral antiviral 

medicine, Molnupiravir, has significantly reduced 

the risk of hospitalisation or death of non-hos-

pitalised adult patients with mild-to-moderate 

COVID-19.

“At the recommendation of an independent Data 

Monitoring Committee, and in consultation with 

the US FDA, the recruitment into the study is be-

ing stopped early due to these positive results. 

Merck plans to submit an application for Emergen-

cy Use Authorisation (EUA) to the US FDA soon 

and marketing applications to other regulatory 

bodies worldwide,” the US-based company said 

in a statement.

Source:moneycontrol.com

Best Trades of the Week

27 Sep 2021 Profit of Rs. 178,422

28 Sep 2021 Profit of Rs. 144,900

29 Sep 2021 Profit of Rs. 149,065

30 Sep 2021 Profit of Rs. 89,636

01 Oct 2021 Profit of Rs. 58,166

The market snapped five-week winning streak 

in the week ended October 1 as bears have 

taken charge over Dalal Street amid lack of 

drivers in the domestic cues. Global cues in-

cluding rising oil prices & US bond yields, and 

increasing concerns over the Chinese econ-

omy dampened the sentiment, but accelerat-

ed core sector data to 11.6 percent and rising 

Manufacturing PMI in September to 53.7 limit-

ed the weekly losses. In this week as well, one 

of our traders made a profit of Rs. 178,422 on 

27 Sep 2021, the highest of all other days in 

a week.  

Making a consistent profit should be the ideal 

approach rather than looking at the percent-

age of profits. Yogeshwar sir always teach one 

important rule of the stock market which is 

“Always work on reducing your risk and never 

allow yourself to take a big loss.”

If you want to stay in the stock market game, 

then you should work on making a consistent 

profit and reducing your risk. Risk manage-

ment is the key to success here. I believe, 

people who don’t follow proper risk manage-

ment, always find themselves in the struggle. 
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No doubt, you would have made a big profit 

some days. But the real challenge is to main-

tain that kind of profits everyday day. If you are 

making Rs. One lack in a day and losing the 

same on other days. You are not working as a 

professional trader. I can assume this sort of 

profit-making is through gambling. 

What we have learned at Pathfinders Train-

ings, you can see the results of that learning 

by looking at the profits made by professional 

traders. Every trade is good, even you make 

less profit. But working on not making big 

losses in the market should be our priority. If 

we have the capital to play in the market, our 

small loss can be turned into a small profit and 

with consistency, into a big profit. 

NTPC share price touches 52-week high on 

plan to list subsidiaries by March 2024

NTPC share price touched a 52-week high of Rs 

145.75, rising 4 percent intraday on October 4 on 

reports of the government-owned electricity gen-

erator’s plan to subsidiaries by March 2024.

The company is planning to list NTPC REL, 

NEEPCO & NVVN by March 2024, CNBC-TV18 

reported sources as saying.

NTPC REL (NTPC Renewable Energy Ltd) is 

a 100 percent subsidiary of NTPC with 3.5 GW 

renewable projects. NTPC aims to build 60 GW 

renewable capacity by 2032 with an expected in-

vestment of Rs 2.5 lakh crore.

Focused on the Noretheast, North Eastern Elec-

tric Power Corporaton Limited is a 100 percent 

subsidiary of NTPC with over 2,000 MW capacity.

Source:moneycontrol.com


